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P A I G E  D E S I G N S

S U P P L I E S
Provocraft Cricut Mother’s Day Bouquet, sweater of your choice, 
coordinating fabric, 9 small beeds, clear thread, sissors, fabric pencil, 
needle, cardstock, and candle

D I R E C T I O N S
Step 1: To create this designer sweater, select a flower that you would 
like to use from the Mother’s Day Bouquet cartridge. Use the cardstock 
and set the size at 2.5”. You may choose to vary the size. Once you have 
cut the cardstock, you will use this as a pattern for the fabric.

Step 2: Trace the pattern on to the coordinating fabric. I used two flowers 
on this sweater, but you are free to use any many as you would like. Cut 
each flower out. It is important to note, that you should use a synthetic 
fabric, since we will be burning the edges.

Step 3: Light the candle. Carefully hold the fabric flower over the candle 
and lightly burn the edges of the fabric so that it starts to melt. You 
should only have to hold each petal over the candle for a few seconds 
about 3-4 inches away from the flame. This will prevent the flower from 
fraying.

Step 4: Sew each flower onto the shoulder of the sweater using the 
needle and clear thread. Place one tac stitch at the end of each petal. 
Sew beads to the center of each flower. I used 6 beads for the center of 
one flower and 3 beads for the center of another.

Step 5: Now your sweater is complete, make sure to hand wash or use 
the delicate setting on your washer and lay flat to dry. You may need to 
light iron.

If you have any questions about this project or need anything, please do not hesitate to send me an email at addison.paige@rocketmail.com


